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Welcome back to a new term! We hope you all had a wonderful Christmas and would like to take this opportunity to wish you
all a very happy new year
Last term was full of exciting events…
The Christmas performance this year was amazing and we were so proud of every child that played a role in the show. We
particularly noticed how well our nursery children did, as some of them had started nursery only weeks before the show and
so learning new songs and sitting for a length of time was a real achievement!
Earlier in the term class 11 and 12 visited our local library. During the session the children listened to a story and got
involved in lots of practical activities that linked to it. We were also very lucky to be given our very own library card, so we
are now able to borrow books for our classes on a regular basis.
Class 10 have really enjoyed their recent space topic. A spaceship crashed and the children hunted for an alien across
school….It was very exciting!!
In nursery, Early Words Together as been really successful again this term. We would like to take this opportunity to thank
parents that have attended each week and also our parent volunteers who support the sessions. If you are interested in
attending an Early Words together session or would like any more information about this, please see a member of staff.

Looking forward to another lovely year and seeing the fantastic progress your children make in 2018!
Best Wishes,
Miss L Firman and the Team

REMINDER
Through our topic ‘Once Upon a Time’ we will
be learning about lots of different things:
 We will be sharing a range of traditional tales.
 We will be retelling stories in the correct
sequence.



We will be involved in a range of role play
activities



We will getting creative and using our
imaginations!

This year we will be focussing on celebrating
children’s achievements at home and so we would
like to remind parents of the importance of

at least three times
a week and doing their homework weekly. We

reading with your child

will monitoring this closely and keeping a record,
to ensure that children are completing this.
Children who complete their homework and
reading on a regular basis will be rewarded at
school.
Please see a member of staff if you require a
new homework book or reading diary.

